AN INSIDER
PERSPECTIVE

- ON YOUR MICATO SAFARI ADVENTURE -

PREPARE FOR AN EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME.

Get the scoop on what’s exciting and exceptional when you travel with award-winning Micato Safaris, as a part of our Land & Sea Package before
or after a voyage to the magnificent ports of South Africa.
Your Micato Guides: Guides remain available around the clock, ready with tips and insider advice, even when it comes to dealing with airports.
Weather and Gear: Pack light layers for South Africa’s hot, rainy summer, plus a fleece for the evening. Choose khaki over brights or darks to
improve wildlife-spotting chances and bring binoculars, sunscreen, insect repellent, and hats. With available laundering at each resort, it’s easy to
feel fresh in the wild.
Air Travel: Flights are lengthy, but the destination is worth the journey. All you need is a passport. Micato arranges all visas.
Currency and Shopping: The U.S. Dollar is often welcome alongside the South African rand. Bring small bills for tipping and shopping for masks,
tapestries, and carvings in outdoor markets.
Vaccinations: Speak with your healthcare provider to determine which vaccinations are best for you.
Food and Drinks: Micato’s food is excellent. Your guide also treats you to a few local restaurants, where safari dress is welcome. Sample amazing
local beer and wine, especially the Pinotage, or drink gin like a local. Stay hydrated with plenty of bottled water in hotels, restaurants, and shops.
Winelands: South Africa is one of the world’s largest wine countries. At Le Franschhoek Hotel and Spa, mountain views frame vineyards, where
sommeliers share extensive tasting notes. Ask for the shuttle to Franschhoek to meander the craft market and explore the town of Stellenbosch.
Kruger National Park: The animals are the draw, but the service is impeccable. Heading to Kapama River Lodge, look for zebras, impala and
elephants before the evening’s game drive. When you leave, Micato transports your luggage, since much of it won’t fit on a charter plane.
Victoria Falls: View the jaw-dropping waterfall after and exciting river-border crossing. Micato shines here, making your crossing safe and efficient,
with a wonderful lunch waiting at the Victoria Falls Hotel, one of the oldest in Zimbabwe. At the Falls, jump on the Flight of Angels helicopter ride.
Bush Adventures: The Bush is life-changing, even if it’s your second or third visit. Trek towards the grasses or watering holes known for wildlife —
just remember, animals don’t always follow traveller’s itineraries. A sunset feast celebrates the close of and unforgettable day.
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